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Use of bioinspired, genetically engineered proteins in tissue engineering scaffolds represents a new opportunity for engineering these constructs. However, the production and rational modification of new, artificial proteins is hindered by significant gaps in knowledge regarding expression of artificial gene constructs in E. coli and their molecular modeling. This thesis focuses on the production of a novel hydrogel scaffold composed of four self-assembling protein modules and their rational modification using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Two of the modules are based on the ABA triblock copolymer design. In this triblock, a hydrophilic, random coiled region is flanked by 28 amino-acid α-helical endblocks. The purpose of these endblocks is to function as virtual crosslinkers and support network formation. The length of the endblocks can be changed by the addition of two unlinked, fiber-forming peptides and thus potentially alter the gelation and melting points of the hydrogel. We evaluate the efficacy of production of these endblocks by two separate expression strategies in E. coli and demonstrate their ability to form hydrogels. Furthermore, we analyze the Gibbs free energy of formation of oligomeric intermediates that arise early on during fibrillogenesis from the unlinked
peptides using the MM/PBSA module of Amber 9. Thermodynamic data demonstrates changes in the primary structure of these peptides affect the stability of the intermediate that seeds fiber formation. This analysis also suggests a shift in the fiber forming mechanism from monomer addition to protofibril addition. We offer how this data can be used to improve interhelical interactions between endblocks and unlinked peptides and how to develop coarse-grain models of fiber formation.
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Chapter 1- Introduction

Protein-based biomaterials are increasingly being used for biomedical applications. Though proteins have great potential for use in such materials, their main drawback is that engineering their properties remains elusive. The goal of this research is to describe the design and fabrication of a protein-based hydrogel that could be customized to support the viability and function of potentially any cell type. To enhance the potential to affect modifications, the hydrogel has a modular design. This allows for separate engineering of the functional aspects of each subunit. We illustrate how these various modules are fabricated in E. coli from synthetic genes that code for these subunits. At the same time we illustrate how atomistic molecular modeling and simulation can be used to rationally re-design the hydrogel to potentially alter some of its physical properties.

Hydrogels as biomaterials

Hydrogels are defined as materials that, upon hydration, absorb an amount of water no less than 90% of their dry weight. They have been employed as materials for controlled drug-release devices, biosensors, and contact lenses [1-4], and also have compelling use as tissue engineering scaffolds. Hydrogels are excellent candidates for scaffolds because they replicate the hydrated environment of cellular tissue. As a consequence, they allow for the diffusion of nutrients to and waste away from cells housed in the scaffold. Furthermore, their porous nature facilitates invasion by support cells, delivery of trophic molecules, and diffusion of O₂ from blood vessels within or in
proximity to the hydrogel implant. Thus, they mimic the natural cellular environment and match the water content of soft tissue[5].

A Tissue Engineering Scaffold (TES) is essentially an engineered extracellular matrix. As such, it is important that a scaffold can be rationally modified with affect on hydrogel physical properties to provide an optimal environment for the specific cellular or tissue application. Specific properties that can affect tissue and cellular function include the mechanical strength and stiffness; the presence, number and type of cell attachment ligands; pore size distribution; as well as aggregation properties.

The structure of most hydrogels is an aqueous phase “entrapped” in an insoluble mesh, the nature of which typically differentiates among types of hydrogels. This mesh can be the result of polymerization of chemically synthesized molecules into covalently bonded networks or from the aggregation of low molecular-mass organic gelators (LMOG’s) into self-assembled fibrillar networks (SAFIN’s) [6]. This latter group, known as molecular hydrogels, is the dominant focus of modern hydrogel research [6].

**Aggregating proteins as materials for hydrogels**

The constituents of the insoluble part of the gel network can be broadly separated into naturally and chemically synthesized monomers. The latter, synthesized monomers generally aggregate into covalently bonded networks whereas naturally occurring LMOG’s often aggregate due to van der Waals forces. As described below, the difference in the degree to which each type of monomer can be engineered is significant.
The prime advantages to using a chemically synthesized scaffold is that these materials have been well characterized, are readily available, and are relatively inexpensive. Thus, their targeted formulation towards gel-specific physical parameters is relatively straightforward. However, their synthetic nature presents the disadvantage that they may degrade in situ into potentially cytotoxic by-products. For example, the polymer polyacrylamide is a non-toxic substance but the acrylamide monomers have been shown to be neurotoxic under conditions of chronic exposure [7]. Furthermore, they have limited inherent biofunctionality and thus offer no molecular motifs for cell attachment.

Thus, protein based materials are finding increasing use in tissue engineering [8]. Such materials imitate the natural extracellular surroundings accurately and are excellent candidates for cell compatibility. This is especially true of protein hydrogels [8-11]. With respect to their use as scaffolds for 3-D cell culture and tissue engineering, proteins offer the advantage of better replicating the in vivo cellular environment as most natural scaffolds (e.g. collagen) are protein based [11]. Hydrogels composed of protein subunits are particularly advantageous due to inherent potential for biofunctionality providing binding sites that govern cell adhesion. Furthermore, since proteins have the innate ability to alter their 3-D conformations in response to changes in temperature, pH, and ionic strength, many protein hydrogels can be structurally sensitive to stimuli, and can easily be developed to form a fibrillar network in the presence of cells, thereby trapping them directly in the 3D construct, rather than relying on cell migration for invasion into the construct.
Genetically Engineered Hydrogels

Advances in the fields of gene synthesis and controlled expression of proteins from plasmid vectors in bacterial hosts have opened new avenues for the use of proteins as biomaterials. One of the major advantages to using genetically engineered proteins is that biopolymers can be produced that have uniform composition, molecular weight and amino-acid sequences [12]. Furthermore, genetically engineered protein polymers offer an astonishing degree of resolution with respect to engineering properties as a choice of 20 amino acids can be placed into the covalently bonded backbone of a peptide or protein. As a consequence, proteins can potentially be made with tailored features that exhibit different fiber forming and gelation properties [13]. The design of proteins for use as LMOG’s in hydrogels reflects naturally occurring protein folding and aggregation secondary structures such as β-sheets and α-helices.

For example, the α-helical secondary structure governs aggregation of the leucine zipper protein-folding motif, based on the residue sequence of the Jun oncogene product. This motif is characterized by repeating units of seven amino acids often written as abcdefg. The a and d residues are usually the hydrophobic amino-acids leucine and the e and g positions occupied by amino acids with opposite charge (e.g. glutamate-lysine pairs). The consequence of the placement of these key amino acids is the formation of a coiled-coil, where the a and d residues run along a hydrophobic interface between the two α-helices and thus foster their aggregation of the due to the hydrophobic effect. The e and g residues serve to stabilize interhelical interactions (Figure 1).
Genetically engineered hydrogels have been developed based on the leucine zipper motif in the lab of D.A. Tirell [14-17]. The hydrogels have a triblock architecture consisting of terminal leucine zipper domains separated by a long hydrophilic linker region (Figure 2). This linker region consists of repeating units of [(AG)$_3$PEG]$_{10}$ and serves as a unit to allow gel swelling behavior. The leucine zipper domains serve as crosslinking regions that governed pH dependent reversible gelation due to ionization of the e and g residues at the core positions.
Figure 1- Helical wheel diagram of a typical coiled-coil. The 'a' and 'd' positions usually occupied by hydrophobic amino-acids while the 'e' and 'g' positions are occupied by oppositely charged ordered pairs.

Figure 2- Triblock design of Tirrell et al. includes coiled-coil cross linkers separated by long hydrophilic amino-acid repeats known as the [(AG)₃PEG]₁₀ region. Taken from [16].
### The Saf Peptide System

Several small peptide alpha-helices have been designed by Woolfson et al.[18, 19] (known as the Saf System of peptides) that have the potential to be incorporated into biomaterials. These peptides are unique in that they can, on mixing of complimentary pairs in solution, self assemble into protein fibers several hundred microns long. These fibers have been shown to be composed of long coiled-coils formed by the aggregation of the alpha-helical peptides. Furthermore, changing certain amino acids in the modules has resulted in fibers with different physical properties. The exact mechanism by which these peptides aggregate to form fibers has not yet been elucidated. However, the formation of a staggered-dimeric intermediate has been implicated as being critical for fiber formation and has been proposed as a seeding structure for subsequent fibrillogenesis [18].

The mechanism of aggregation of the Saf peptides has not yet been established by experimental means. However, a theoretical mechanism has been suggested based on peptide design parameters (outlined below). The first step in fiber forming pathway has been proposed to be formation of a staggered dimer:

\[(1.1) \quad A + B \rightleftharpoons C\]

where A and B are the 28 (or 35) amino-acid alpha-helices and C is the critical dimeric intermediate that seeds addition of progressive alpha-helical units as in:

\[(1.2) \quad A + B \rightleftharpoons C \quad + \quad A \rightleftharpoons CA + B \rightleftharpoons CAB\]

and thus permit fiber elongation. We refer to the multimers that appear during the early, axial elongation steps (after dimerization) as oligomeric intermediates.
Dimerization is initiated when two monomeric random coils join together in solution as in **Figure 1.**

\[ \text{Saf1 Unstructured} \rightarrow \text{Offset, staggered dimer} \]

\[ \text{Saf2 Unstructured} \rightarrow \text{Offset, staggered dimer} \]

**Figure 3- Formation of the offset, staggered dimer.**
The main consequence of the dimer’s staggered orientation is that hydrophobic amino acids are left exposed to the polar solvent. In the second step of fibrillogenesis, staggered dimers serve as seeds for axial elongation of fibers by virtue these exposed hydrophobic amino acids. Thus, fiber elongation is thought to proceed by progressive addition of Saf monomeric units to these exposed non-polar side chains. In so doing, however, the placement of each monomer produces a new exposed hydrophobic end that then leads to the addition of another monomer and a type of chain reaction is propagated (Figure 4).

Figure 4- "Sticky End" fiber elongation mechanism as proposed for the Saf system of peptides. Progressive addition of monomer units to hydrophobic ends propagates the axial lengthening of fibers.

It is theorized that once fibers have achieved some critical length, they begin to aggregate laterally and thus become thicker (Figure 5) [18]. Fiber diameters of 45, 68 and 58 nm have been reported for three separate complimentary pairs of Saf peptides [20].
Figure 5- Long fibers aggregate laterally to produce thicker fibers.

**Intermolecular Forces That Stabilize The Staggered Dimer Conformation**

The Saf monomers were designed with two structural motifs that foster the staggered dimer as a significant conformational energy minima:

1. Charge-charge interactions as a result of strategic placement of oppositely charged amino-acid side chains.

2. Hydrogen bonding interactions resulting from placement of asparagine residues.

Charge-charge interactions are exerted through four pairs of oppositely charges lysine and glutamate residues. These residues are placed as co-planar pairs; two above and two below an imaginary plane bisecting the dimer (Figure 6).
Molecular Dynamics Simulation of Protein Aggregation

While proteins have tremendous potential for modification, it is still unclear how changes in amino acid sequences affect final biomaterial properties. This is primarily a consequence of the relatively limited knowledge that presently exists on protein-protein interactions and protein folding, which is especially true in comparison to well characterized chemically synthesized monomers. Thus, efforts are underway to elucidate the mechanisms that underlie protein aggregation and folding pathways.

While experimental techniques such as NMR, CD Spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography and calorimetry have yielded a wealth of information on these aspects of
protein properties, they can be extremely expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, as in the case of X-ray crystallography, only a select number of proteins are amenable to investigation via these experimental techniques. These circumstances have spurred the development of computational techniques to analyze and predict protein behavior with changes in amino-acid sequence and under various experimental conditions.

The computational methods that address protein-protein interactions and folding can be broadly subdivided into two classes: 1) Course-grain models and 2) atomistic models. Both models have their advantages and disadvantages. In the case of course grain models, one can take advantage of approximations of protein structure to minimize the strain on the limitations of present computing power. For example, modeling proteins as “beads on a string” divides a protein sequence into broad categories, or beads, that reflects the groupings of amino acid side chains with respect to polarity and charge. While these models can enable molecular investigations over relatively long periods of time (μs to s), their main limitation is found in ignoring the role that the solvent (water). This limitation is significant because the change in entropy of the solvent ($\Delta S_{\text{solvent}}$) during protein folding and aggregation is often the driving force for minimization of the Gibbs free energy and thus governs the fraction of the predominant form of the protein(s) at equilibrium.

In contrast, computational methods such as Molecular Dynamics (MD) take into account every atom of the system (protein and solvent). In the case of MD, all atoms in the protein are assigned a set of internal coordinates with the solvent explicitly represented. Velocity vectors for each atom are then generated from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the specified temperature. Interactions between the atoms in the
protein/solvent system are described by a set of potential energy functions commonly known as the “force field”. The force field is parameterized using both quantum mechanical calculations and experimental data from small molecule systems [21]. Newton’s equations of motion are then solved for each atom in the system:

\[
F_i = -\nabla_i V(r_1, \ldots, r_n) = m_i \frac{d^2 r_i}{dt^2}
\]

where \(m_i\) is the mass of the \(i^{th}\) particle.

The main drawback to the use of MD, especially when applied to protein systems, is that it is computationally demanding. Since these simulations represent each atom of both solute and solvent explicitly, a significant proportion of the computation time can be devoted to the trajectory of the solvent alone. Thus, MD studies on proteins must be confined to relatively small systems over short time periods (ns range).

Despite these limitations, MD studies on aggregating protein systems explore the phenomena governing the initial stages of aggregate formation and the properties of early intermediates. Studied aggregation systems include \(\beta\)-amyloid, prion proteins as well as designed \(\alpha\)-helical peptides [22-24]. While the \(\beta\)-amyloid and prion protein systems have been extensively explored, there are very few studies regarding MD on biomaterial, self-assembling systems.

**Thesis Overview**

While several protein hydrogels have been fabricated [25-28], rational modification of their physical properties remains elusive. Control of physical properties is
essential for a biomedically relevant hydrogel scaffold. Our goal was to develop a hydrogel whose physical properties could be modulated in a controlled manner. This would be accomplished through fabrication of four separate protein modules. The advantage to such a design is that each module could be separately engineered and combined in different proportions so that the hydrogel would exhibit pre-defined gelation properties and could be tailored for use with different cell types. Chapter 2 of the thesis describes the design and fabrication of the four protein modules. A significant proportion of this chapter is dedicated to the describing expression of two large protein subunits in E. coli. The chapter ends by describing the gelation characteristics of the resulting hydrogel. Chapter 3 focuses on the use of MD to describe the early aggregation events during the formation of the fibers of the hydrogel. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes the results, discusses the major conclusions and Chapter 5 outlines future work that could be done to improve the prospects of developing robust hydrogels amenable to physical modification.
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Abbreviations

6x- Six repeating monomers (as in 6-Histidines in a row)
A- Alanine
aa- amino acid
Bp- base pairs of nucleotides
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**PEG**- Poly-ethylene-glycol

**Q**- Glutamine

**R**- Arginine

**S**- Serine

**R**- Arginine

**W**- Tryptophan

**Y**- Tyrosine

### Introduction

Protein based, self-assembling hydrogels are now being investigated for use as tissue engineering scaffolds, drug delivery devices, and 3-D cell culture [1-6]. Use of proteins in these materials stems from the desire to more accurately replicate the extracellular matrix environment [7]. In contrast to hydrogels derived from synthetic monomers, protein hydrogels possess inherent biocompatibility and biodegradability via in situ protein turnover pathways [8]. Furthermore, protein based materials have tremendous potential as engineering-amenable substrates. Proteins serve as building blocks for a wide array of elaborate structures with distinct physical properties. Using macromolecular complexes in hydrogel design also enables modular separation of
functionally independent peptide domains that can be engineered individually. Thus, they are potentially suited for tailoring to any number of specific biomedical applications.

Several protein-based hydrogels have been produced from naturally occurring proteins such as hen-egg lysozyme, fish protein, and fibrin [9, 10]. These proteins are readily available and are inexpensive to produce. While use of these proteins produces robust hydrogels, thousands of years of evolution have already optimized their properties for their specific functions, and as such, they are limited with respect to the amount they can be tailored for different biomedical applications.

Advances in the fields of total gene synthesis and protein expression in bacterial hosts have now augmented the repertoire of proteins that can be used for hydrogel research and manufacture. Furthermore, recombinant production of hydrogel proteins in bacterial hosts ensures monodispersed protein production with defined molecular weights, compositions, sequences and stereochemistry [11, 12]. Thus, proteins can be rationally designed and produced with specific aggregation properties and environmental sensitivities.

Recently, genetically engineered hydrogels have been made as ABA triblock copolymers, in which a hydrophilic B block is flanked on either side by short hydrophobic A blocks [13-15]. At least three such B blocks have been used in hydrogels. The first is an Ala-Gly rich region (denoted [(AG)\textsubscript{10}PEG\textsubscript{10}]) marked by a random coil structure. This amino acid sequence makes the region behave as a polyelectrolyte and was developed in the lab of David Tirrell [13]. The second is an elastin like protein sequence composed of Val-Pro-Gly-Val-Gly repeats [16]. The third is the hydrophilic polymer poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) [17].
The A blocks, which function as virtual crosslinkers, are $\alpha$-helices whose primary structure essentially induces the formation of coiled-coils [18]. This naturally occurring protein folding motif is characterized by a repeating, seven-residue (heptad) sequence of amino acids generally denoted as “a, b, c, d, e, f, g” based on their positions in the coiled-coil complex. The “a” and “d” amino acids are generally hydrophobic residues such as leucine and isoleucine and function as the driving force for coiled-coil formation via the hydrophobic effect. The “e” and “g” residues are generally oppositely charged pairs such as lysine-glutamate and confer specificity of association between helices (Figure 7). Use of the coiled-coil motif in the engineered endblocks is advantageous because small changes in the amino-acid sequences can drastically effect thermal stability and specificity of helical association [19], thereby allowing great versatility in design.

Several coiled-coil forming motifs have been used for A block design, including those with hydrophobic residue placement derived from the Jun oncogene product [13], elastin [20], the yeast transcriptional factor GCN4 [14, 21, 22] and fibrin [17]. However, very few of these A blocks have been systematically altered to effect gelation properties. Work by Kopecek et al demonstrated that minor, but tailored alterations to the coiled-coil forming A block (VSSLESK)$_6$ led to dramatic changes in gelation properties [22]. In these studies, the V and K residues in the “a” position destabilized hydrophobic interactions in the core of the coiled-coil. Replacing S residues for K in the "c" position of the third, fourth, and fifth heptads introduced electrostatic repulsive forces between "c" and "g" residues. Such amino-acid alterations decreased the melting temperature, changed the concentration of peptides needed for gel formation and changed the oligomerization state of the coiled-coil assembly. Other studies by the same group also
demonstrated that changing the length of the A blocks resulted in hydrogels with different physical characteristics [14, 22]. Thus, to fabricate hydrogels with targeted physical characteristics it is essential to use A blocks where changes in amino-acid composition will have a predictable effect on coiled-coil behavior.

To address this issue, we propose using the Saf system of peptides developed by Woolfson et al as endblocks in triblock hydrogels. This system consists of several $\alpha$-helical peptides that form long, coiled-coil fibers when complementary pairs are combined in solution [23-28]. These peptides have been extensively engineered with respect to their amino-acid composition to create fibers of varying widths, kinetics of formation, melting temperatures, and morphology.

In this chapter we outline the design and fabrication of a novel, genetically engineered hydrogel composed of four peptide subunits or modules. Two of the subunits are based on the triblock ABA architecture and are denoted “linked-units” hereon. The A blocks are type 1 or type 2, 28 amino-acid $\alpha$-helices which comprise Woolfson's generation 1 fibers [28] and function as coiled-coil crosslinkers (See Below). The B block is the $[(AG)_{3}PEG]_{10}$ hydrophilic random-coil-linker region [13] described above. The remaining two subunits are the isolated 28 amino-acid $\alpha$-helical endblocks and are denoted “unlinked-units”. Incorporation of the unlinked units is an innovative feature of the hydrogel design that enables virtual elongation of the of the coiled-coil endblocks which could lead to tunable hydrogel properties such as described by Kopecek et al. above. Thus, there are two potential routes for adjusting hydrogel properties: 1) changing the amino-acid composition of the coiled-coil endblocks and 2) adjusting the length of the crosskinker via addition of the unlinked units.
Figure 7- Helical wheel diagram of typical coiled-coil-complex. Hydrophobic amino acids at positions 'a' and 'd' drive coiled-coil formation while oppositely charged ordered pairs at the 'e' and 'g' positions confer oligomerization specificity

Hydrogel Design: Four Self-Assembling Protein Subunits

The hydrogel design incorporates four protein subunits that will allow for separate engineering of these modules. The two linked-units, which have triblock architecture, were expressed from genes that have been synthesized and placed into plasmid vectors for subsequent expression in E coli. The unlinked units are 28 amino-acid alpha helices that were chemically synthesized in a peptide synthesizer.

The peptide units used in the proposed hydrogel are taken from the work of two separate groups. A reversible hydrogel developed by Tirrell et al. consists of multidomain triblock peptides that self assemble at physiologic temperature and pH [13,
Resulting hydrogels were found to be reversible when pH and temperature were varied. Modifications of amino acids in the helices were also found to alter the gel-sol transition point, thus suggesting that material properties can be tailored for use as a tissue engineering construct. Gelation was driven by aggregation of α-helices to form coiled-coil dimers whereas a separate block mediated association with water. We use this latter block in our own design for the water uptake function in the gel.

To augment the length of the coiled-coil crosslinks we have adopted the design of Woolfson et. al. to yield the unlinked protein subunits. These investigators demonstrated fiber formation from the use of two 28 amino acid peptides. Fiber formations occurred via formation of long coiled-coils and were observed to grow as long as 100 μm. In theory, unlinked peptides whose structures are complimentary to the endblock helices will elongate this endblock due to “sticky end” fibrillogenesis (described below). Thus, targeted engineering of these amino-acid sequences could lead to crosslinks with different properties and thus alter the physical characteristics of the resulting hydrogels as described by Kopecek et al. [22].

**Unlinked Subunit Structure and Fiber Formation**

The self-assembly of the fibers their constituent unlinked peptide is governed by hydrophobic effects. To form a coiled-coil, two α-helices join together to form a dimer (Figure 9A). In this dimer, the orientation of the helices with respect to one another is staggered due to the presence of charged side chains within the helix (Figure 9A). The consequence of this orientation is that hydrophobic amino acids not bound within the coil itself are left exposed to the polar solvent. This instability is what drives free
complementary helices to bind to the hydrophobic ends of the growing fiber referred to this mechanism as ‘sticky end’ fibrillogenesis (Figure 9B).

**Sequence SAF1:** KIAALKQKIASLQEIDALEYENDALEQ

**Sequence SAF2:** KIRALKNAHLKQEIAALEQEIAALEQ

**Figure 8**- Amino-acid sequence of unlinked peptides. These 28 amino-acid subunits have alpha helical structures and form long, coiled-coil fibers when combined in solution

A)

**Saf 1 unlinked**

B)

**Figure 9**- Elongation of unlinked peptide units into fibers is initiated by (A) formation of a staggered dimeric structure and propagated by (B) "Sticky End" fibrillogenesis by progressive addition of unlinked monomers.
Linked Subunit Structure

The two linked modules are two SAF units joined by Tirrell’s long hydrophilic linker region, \([(AG)_3\text{PEG}10]\), to make the triblock (Figure 10-11). The general purpose of this 173 amino-acid module is to allow for extensive water association that will foster the formation of a hydrogel, rather than the insoluble mesh of coiled-coil fibers that would result from the addition of the unlinked units solely.

Sequence: KIAALQKIASLKQEIDALEYENDALEQ MRGSHHHHHHHGS
ASYRDPMGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAG
Sequence: KIRALKAKNAHLKQEIAALEQEIAALEQ MRGSHHHHHHGS
ASYRDPMGAGAGAGPEGGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGA...
Figure 12- Due to the fibrillogenic nature of the Saf system of peptides, endblocks could be elongated by addition of unlinked subunits whose sequence is complimentary to that of the endblocks.

Figure 13- Cartoon of hydrogel network structure
Materials and Methods

Linked Gene Design and Expression Vectors

Overview

The linked proteins (Saf1L and Saf2L) were expressed in E. coli from artificial genes encoding the triblock in a single open reading frame. The genes were synthesized at DNA 2.0 (Menlo Park, CA) with codon usage optimized for expression in E coli. Improvements were made to the original gene encoding the \([(\text{AG})_3\text{PEG}]_{10}\) region used in Petka et al. [13] by eliminating some of the repetitive codon usage inherent to the AGAGAG peptide sequence. This was to minimize RNA secondary structures that would interfere with efficient translation.

We used two strategies for expression of the linked genes: 1) Expression as a Maltose Binding Protein (MBP) fusion and 2) Expression of the proteins alone without a fusion partner. Both strategies have their advantages and potential pitfalls.

Maltose binding protein serves not only as an affinity tag, but also aids solubility and refolding of recombinant proteins [30, 31]. MBP fusion proteins are purified via amylose column chromatography. The pMAL vector system (New England Biolabs, Ipswitch, MA) contains restriction sites for insertion of the foreign gene and encodes a sequence of amino acids on the N-terminus of the target protein for proteolytic cleavage.
after purification (Figure 14). The vectors use the tac promoter and MBP translation initiation sequences for high-level expression.

Figure 14- Schematic representation of the pMal plasmid vector with multiple cloning site highlighted (taken from [54]).

The second expression strategy, protein without a fusion partner, relies on the presence of a hexahistidine tag (6x His Tag) for purification. High-level expression is achieved due to the use of the T7 viral promoter to drive expression of the linked genes. There are several advantages to using this tag. First, purification is relatively straightforward using immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). In this case, chelated divalent metal ions such as Ni$^{2+}$, Co$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ serve as the affinity ligands.
IMAC chromatography occurs under mild conditions and can be performed under both native and denaturing conditions. Adding a small amount of imidazole to the loading buffer can minimize non-specific binding to the column. Second, histidine tags have very little, if any, effect on protein conformation and solubility. This is mostly due to their small size. IMAC is not recommended for proteins containing metal ions. Furthermore, bacterial proteins that are naturally histidine rich may also bind to IMAC columns and appear as unwanted contaminants [32].

Modern protein expression has been overtaken by utilization of the T7 system of pET vectors (Merck/EMD). This promoter system is a hybrid of the T7 RNA polymerase promoter and the lac operator. Expression is driven by transcription of the highly processive T7 RNA polymerase, the gene for which lies on a prophage (λDE3) and is under the control of the IPTG inducible lacUV5 promoter. Recombinant protein accumulations using T7 driven transcription is ~40-50% of total cell protein [33].
Figure 15- Schematic representation of the pJ201 vector with Saf1L and Saf2L genes placed between Bgl2 and HindIII restriction sites. T7 viral promoter drives transcription of linked constructs.
Detailed Methods: Cloning Expression and Purification of Linked Proteins

Linked proteins fused to MBP

Cloning

For expression as MBP fusion, Saf1L and Saf2L were subcloned from pBAD vector (DNA 2.0) into pMal-c2G (NEB, Ipswitch, MA) between the SnaBI and HindIII (NEB, Ipswitch, MA) restriction sites and ligated into the pMal vector with T4 DNA ligase (NEB). These recombinant vectors are denoted c2g-1 and c2g-2 for plasmids containing the Saf1L and Saf2L constructs respectively. The cloning host XL-1 Blue (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was used to amplify pMal constructs on LB plates containing ampicillin. Resistant colonies were selected and pDNA amplified by growth of single colonies in 250 mL of LB Broth. Plasmid DNA was subsequently purified using the MaxiPrep protocol (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).

Expression

Each gene was expressed separately in the expression host BL-21 Gold. 5ng of each plasmid was used to transform bacteria and transformants selected on ampicillin LB/Agar plates. Eight colonies from each plate were selected and tested for expression of the MBP-SAFL fusion using 100mL cultures of LB Broth containing ampicillin (100ug/mL). Expression was induced during the mid-log phase of bacterial growth (OD_{600} ~0.5) by addition of 1 mM isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG). Cells were grown for 4 hours and 25 uL aliquots centrifuged, dissolved in SDS-PAGE loading buffer and
subsequently analyzed for expression by SDS-PAGE by the presence of the ~58 kD band for each construct.

Colonies positive for expression were grown in 1L cultures containing 100 ug/mL of ampicillin. Expression was induced during the mid-log phase of bacterial growth (OD<sub>600</sub> ~0.5) by addition of 1 mM isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG) in three 1L LB suspension cultures. Cells are harvested by centrifugation at 5000 x g.

**Purification**

Pelleted bacteria were resuspended in Tris-EDTA buffer and frozen at -20°C overnight to cause freeze-thaw rupture of bacterial cell membranes. Bacteria were sonicated on ice to break open cell membranes and centrifuged at 9000 x g in order to obtain a crude extract of cytoplasmic proteins. These crude extracts were loaded into a 2.5 x 10cm column packed with 10 mL of amylose resin in order to isolate MBP fused to the Saf1L and Saf2L proteins. The basis of this separation is that the amylose resin binds the Maltose Binding Protein. The column is eluted with 10mM Maltose. 15mL of column resin generally yields 45mg fusion protein/L of culture (NEB).

The eluted fusion protein fractions were checked for their absorbance at 280 nm, the protein fractions pooled and then concentrated in Amicon Ultra (Millipore Corp, Bedford) centrifugal filters with a 10,000 molecular weight cut-off (MWCO). The retentates containing the fusion protein were then cleaved using the protease Genenase I at a concentration of 1mg protease/ 100 mg fusion protein for 7 hours at room temperature. Cleaved protein was then analyzed via mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF) to determine protein purity and extent of cleavage.
Linked Proteins With 6x His Tag

No cloning steps were required as both genes encoding the linked proteins Saf1L and Saf2L were placed between the BgII and HindIII sites of expression plasmid pJ201 at DNA 2.0 (Figure 15).

Expression

The expression host BL-21 (DE3) (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) was transformed with the recombinant pJ201 plasmids as described above except that kanamycin resistance was used as the selective marker for positive transformants on LB/Kanamycin plates (Kanamycin 30 ug/mL) (Plates- Teknova, Hollister, CA). Since both Saf1L and Saf2L were found to be expressed at low levels, expression studies proceeded directly to large-scale expression.

Single kanamycin resistant colonies of were picked and used to inoculate individual 2L cultures of Terrific Broth (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) without kanamycin. Cells were grown at 37°C in baffled flasks with constant shaking. When culture growth had achieved mid log phase (OD₆₀₀ ~ 0.5-0.7) expression was induced by addition of 1mM IPTG (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Cultures were incubated for four hours and cells subsequently harvested by centrifugation at 4°C and 4000xg. The cell free broth was removed and cells frozen overnight at -20°C.

Purification

Protein was purified under native conditions. Cells were thawed and resuspended by pipetting up and down in 5mL/g wet weight cells column Equilibration/Wash Buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM imidazole; pH 7.4) (Pierce
Biotechnology, Rockford, IL) on ice supplemented with 0.5mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride)(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Resuspended cells were then sonicated on ice at medium amplitude with 2-second pulses for 2 minutes until sonicates became slightly transparent. Crude extracts were prepared by centrifugation at 12,000xg for 45 minutes at 4°C utilizing a fixed angle rotor.

Column purification was carried out at 4°C. The resulting crude extract from each batch (~30 mL) was loaded into pre-equilibrated 3mL His Pur Cobalt Spin Columns (Pierce Biotechnology) and allowed to move through the resin under the influence of gravity alone. Columns were washed with wash buffer containing a slightly higher concentration of imidazole (50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM sodium chloride, 30 mM imidazole; pH 7.4) to remove non-specifically bound bacterial proteins. 6x His tagged protein was eluted from the column by addition of elution buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, 300 mM sodium chloride, 150 mM imidazole; pH 7.4). Eluted protein was frozen at –80°C and then lyophilized overnight.

Extent of cleavage and protein purity was determined using mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF).

**Characterization of Triblock/Linked Peptides**

The molecular weights of the linked peptides produced from as MBP-fused and non-fused 6x-His tag were determined by MALDI-TOF MS. For MALDI characterization, one batch of both 6x his-tagged unlinked proteins were purified in a single column to determine whether they could be resolved as distinct peaks.
Synthesis of Unlinked Proteins

The unlinked proteins (Saf1, Saf2 and Saf2-p2a) were made at the Custom Peptide Services at Chi Scientific (Maynard, MA). Peptides were delivered desalted and at approximately 70-75% purity.

Hydrogel Formation

Falling Ball

The temperature at which hydrogels formed was tested by the falling ball method [34]. Only the 6x His tagged linked-proteins were used for making hydrogels. 400-500ug of unlinked and linked proteins were weighed on an analytical balance and dissolved in a 500uL eppendorf tube in 50 uL of 10mM MOPS buffer (pH 7.4) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO). A 0.5mm ruby ball was placed in the dissolved mixture of peptides and the tube containing the peptides heated in a water bath. Beginning at room temperature, the tube was inverted every 5°C rise in temperature to examine the movement of the ruby ball through the peptide mixture. When the ball ceased to move, gelation had been reached.

Rheoemetric Measurements

Protein solutions were prepared as described above and kept on ice until measurements were about to be taken. To assess whether changing the nature of the cross-link changed gelation behavior, the original protein mixture containing saf1-unlinked/saf2-sunlinked/Saf1L/Saf2L (denoted G1 mixture) was compared to an
additional protein mixture was made replacing the saf2-unlinked peptide with a second generation, saf-p2a unlinked peptide (denoted G2 mixture). Rheological studies were performed to determine the gel point, storage modulus (G’), and loss modulus (G’’) via use of a stress-controlled rheometer (Bohlin). Parallel plates (15mm in diameter) with a 0.5 mm gap were employed for all samples. Liquid peptide solution (~100uL) was pipetted onto the lower plate of the rheometer and the top plate lowered until the proper gap distance was achieved. A temperature sweep was then performed from 25°C to 85°C by constant heating (peltier device) of the lower plate at 5°C/min. Measurements of G’ and G’’ were made under constant stress (1Pa) and constant frequency of 1 rad/s.

After gelation, the gelled samples were subjected to a frequency sweep (0.1-10 Hz) at 37°C and constant stress (1 Pa) to assess the viscoelastic character of the gels.

Results

Linked Proteins as MBP Fusions

High expression of Saf1L-MBP and Saf2L-MBP fusion proteins was observed with average yields between 45-50 mg of fusion protein per liter of cells cultured. Typical yields range between 10-40 mg/liter culture [35]. This corresponds to a theoretical yield of 12-14mg of each unlinked protein per liter of culture.

Purity of the amylose purified fusion constructs was not tested quantitatively. However, eluted fractions collected from the column yielded only one major absorption peak at 280nm (data not shown). The identity of these peaks as MBP-SafL fusion proteins was confirmed by MALDI-TOF.

Both linked proteins migrated through acrylamide gels much more slowly than expected, with apparent molecular weights approximately 10,000 Da heavier than
calculated (Figure 16). This also affected migration of the MBP-SafL fusion proteins. In fact, this was cause for some delay in our progress, as we believed β-galactosidase was being expressed with the fused protein. The β-galactosidase gene (lacZα) is directly downstream of the MBP-SafL open reading frame. It was not until mass spectrometry was performed did we realize that the proper gene products were being expressed.

As can be seen in Figure 16, satisfactory cleavage of both Saf1L and Saf2L was achieved utilizing Genenase I. However, it is also clear that from the gel in Figure 16 that additional cleavage fragments are generated. The likely cause is from Genenase I proteolysis at non-canonical amino-acid sequences within the linked proteins themselves. This is evidenced by the presence of single, decomposition fragments in the lanes for both proteins immediately after the four hour cleavage reaction (Figure 16). Once started, cleavage of the linked proteins by Genenase I proceeded rapidly to completion.

While both Saf2L-MBP and Saf2L (Figure 17-18) could both be detected using mass spectrometry, only the Saf1L-MBP fusion protein could be detected in our experiments. Cleavage produced no detectable MALDI peaks in the predicted regions, only peaks in the low molecular weight region (data not shown). These fragmentation peaks also appeared in the case of Saf2L (Figure 19).
Figure 16- 10% SDS-PAGE of samples treated with and without Genenase 1 for four hours. Single fragments in the low molecular weight region can be seen in the Genease 1 treated lanes due to non-specific cleavage.

Table 1- MALDI-TOF Results of Expression of MBP-SafL Fusion Proteins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Calculated MW (g/mol)</th>
<th>Found MW (g/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saf1L-MBP</td>
<td>58927</td>
<td>58888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf2L-MBP</td>
<td>58830</td>
<td>58776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf1L</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf2L</td>
<td>16210</td>
<td>16214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 17- MALDI-TOF spectrum of Saf2L-MBP showing a peak at 58776 Da.
Figure 18- MALDI-TOF spectrum of seven-hour cleavage reaction of Saf2L-MBP.
Figure 19- MALDI-TOF spectrum of the same mixture as in Figure 18 with diminished peak at 16.2 kDa and fragmentation peaks in the low molecular weight region.

Expression and Purification of 6x His Tagged Linked Proteins

Polyhistidine tagged linked proteins were expressed at ~4mg/liter of culture- a significantly lower level than their MBP fusion counterparts. Their expression was confirmed by MALDI-TOF (Saf1L: calc: 16112, found: 16187; Saf2L: calc: 16022, found: 16051) (Figure 20). However, the purity of the samples was very poor and time did not allow for further purification steps. Mass spectra of cobalt column eluates also revealed the presence of a 10-kDa peak in all samples tested (Figure 21). Whether this
peak is due to a histidine rich E. coli native protein, a truncated expression product, or the result of protease activity was not determined. Interestingly, both linked proteins were only successfully purified in the native state. Attempts at purification under denaturing conditions (8M Urea) yielded only the 10-kDa peak.

Figure 20- Co-purified samples of his-tagged Saf1L and Saf2L to determine that the linked proteins could be resolved as separate peaks using MALDI-TOF.
Figure 21- MALDI-TOF spectrum demonstrating the presence of several impurities, including a peak at 10670 Da. This peak was observed in all samples tested.

The peak at 10670 was analyzed using the program Aldente [36]. This program analyzes protein sequences for common serine-protease induced cleavage fragments and identifies fragments based on mass spectra peaks.

**Hydrogel Formation: Determination of Gelation Temperature**

**Falling Ball**

Hydrogel formation was tested under conditions of high protein concentration (20 μg/μL) and low ionic strength (MOPS) (Figure 22). In order for hydrogel formation to proceed, the solution of proteins had to be heated. We found that all four peptides were
necessary for hydrogel formation. This was surprising because, theoretically, the unlinked proteins alone should be able to form a hydrogel due to the presence of the helical endblocks. However, this was found not to be the case as mixtures of the linked peptides alone at 20 μg/μL were unable to gel.

Gelation point was extremely variable, with some solutions from the same batch found to gel at relatively low temperatures (between 35-45°C) and others between 65-80°C (Figure 23). In all cases, the gelation process was composed of appearance of a viscous liquid followed rapidly (<3sec) by complete gelation. Gels formed from the mixture of peptides were clear and, once formed, stable for several weeks at room temperature or 37°C.

Figure 22- An inverted 500uL eppendorf tube of a hydrogel formed by mixing the four protein subunits.
Figure 23- The distribution of gelation temperatures obtained by falling ball experiments was variable.

Rheometry

The exact point of gelation could not be assessed using microrheometer as the temperatures higher than 80°C would have caused too much water loss and significantly altered the results of the subsequent frequency sweep tests. Nevertheless, there is an abrupt rise in the storage modulus of both the G1 and G2 peptide mixtures beginning ~60°C and proceeded without plateau until the last measurement at 80°C (Figure 24).
Only one measurement could be made for each hydrogel, thus comparisons between the two samples are difficult to make.

A)

Figure 24- Parallel Plate Rheometry data with temperature sweep showing gelation behavior of (A) Generation 1 mixture and (B) Generation 2 mixture.

B)

The variation of $G'$ and $G''$ with frequency for the G1 and G2 hydrogel mixtures is presented in Figure 25. In both mixtures, $G'$ and $G''$ are relatively flat until 1Hz is
reached. At that point both $G'$ and $G''$ exhibit a modest rise with increasing frequency. The $G''$ plots in the measured frequency range were consistently lower than the $G'$ plots. However, there are significant fluctuations in the $G''$ data for both hydrogel mixtures after approximately 4Hz was reached possibly indicating hydrogels lost their physical integrity.
Figure 25- Parallel Plate Rheometry data with frequency sweep showing viscoelastic behavior of gels formed from (A) Generation 1 Mixture and (B) Generation 2 mixture.
Discussion

Expression of Linked Proteins

Not every protein can be expressed/over-expressed in E. coli. Of the 58,806 known targets cloned, only 17,350 have actually been purified (~30%) [32]. Furthermore, since each protein is unique, no a priori assumptions can be made as to which expression vectors, expression strategies, and purification protocols will be successful in producing the protein of interest. Thus, refining recombinant protein expression and purification in E. coli. rests in large part on empirical observations and trial and error. This underscores the necessity of using multiple approaches when expressing heterologous proteins in E. coli., or any other expression host for that matter. This is particularly true when the target protein is not naturally occurring (i.e. the product of an artificial gene).

The \([(\text{AG})_3\text{PEG}]_{10}\) hydrophilic linker has been expressed in E. coli as described in Petka et al.[13]. In their study, the \([(\text{AG})_3\text{PEG}]_{10}\) region was expressed as a 6x His tagged protein. The investigators reported expression of 26 mg/liter of growth medium, much higher than what we obtained. However, compared to other proteins expressed in their study it was indeed poorly expressed. In fact, the much smaller ~56 amino acid helical region was expressed at approximately 5 times that of the linker region. Thus, significantly many more moles of the helical region were expressed than the linker region alone. The most likely cause of this was the repetitive sequence of nucleotides that encode the linker region. Repetitive DNA sequences are infamous for being unstable and prone to rearrangement/deletion in E. coli [37]. Furthermore, these repetitive sequences foster the formation of RNA with secondary structures that are incompatible with
efficient ribosomal binding and thus diminish expression of the heterologous construct [38].

Neither one of our expression methods yielded as much linked protein as was achieved by Petka et al. The fusion protein method would have yielded only 50% and the 6x His tagged protein approximately seven fold less per liter of culture than the yield reported by those investigators. It is difficult to assess the reason for why this is so, especially in light of removing the repetitive sequences from the linked region of our triblock constructs. It is tempting to surmise that the genes encoding the 6x His tagged linked proteins were poorly expressed. The fact that samples of whole cell lysate from small-scale cultures in both expression systems did not yield enough protein for detection by SDS-PAGE seems to support this (data not shown). However, culture conditions and degree of aeration severely impact expression level and solubility [32]. Small-scale cultures are notoriously poorly aerated and thus false negatives can be expected. Furthermore, MBP fusions were expressed quite well in 1L cultures. Nevertheless, enough linked proteins were eventually purified via IMAC to make a limited number of hydrogels.

**MBP-Fusion Proteins**

Expression of the linked proteins as MBP fusions initially looked very promising given the yields and purity obtained via amylose chromatography. Unfortunately, it appears as though Genenase I-mediated proteolysis quickly digested the linked proteins after cleaving at the proper sequence preceding the N-termini. This is not a new phenomenon as sequence dependent proteases may cleave at non-canonical sites in
certain proteins [35]. This can be very difficult to predict in the case of novel proteins due to their absence from databases containing the proteolytic activity of enzymes such as Genenase I.

Given the initial success of the fusion protein strategy and the low yield obtained using the 6x His tagged proteins, it would seem desirable to express the linked proteins as another type of fusion protein. One candidate would be expression as a small ubiquitin modifying protein (SUMO) fusion. The advantage of using SUMO is that it has properties similar to MBP such as enhancing solubility and refolding of recombinant proteins [30]. Its distinct advantage, however, is that cleavage of the SUMO purification tag via the SUMO protease is based on its tertiary structure rather than dependent on an amino acid sequence. Thus, target proteins are not cleaved by SUMO protease.

6x His Tagged Proteins

While the strategy for expressing the 6x His tagged proteins was successful, the purity was suboptimal. We estimate purity in the region of 50-60% as judged from mass spectrometry. MALDI consistently showed a peak at approximately 10.67 kDa in both Saf1L and Saf2L preparations. When recombinant proteins are expressed at low levels, such as the case here, endogenous histidine-rich E. coli proteins can bind to and subsequently elute from metal affinity columns [39]. However, it is more likely to be the result of serine-protease activity within E. coli itself. When the amount of crude extract loaded onto the Co^{2+} column was doubled, the peak at 10.67 kDa did not diminish. This indicates that a contaminating E. coli protein is unlikely to be that peaks identity, as the increase in hexa-histidine rich target protein would have displaced at least some of an endogenous protein. While we tried to perform purification under denaturing conditions
(8M urea) and in the presence of protease inhibitors, the strategy was ineffective. It should be noted, however, that some serine-proteases still retain activity under denaturing conditions such as 8M urea and relatively high concentrations of the anionic detergent Sodium-Dodecyl-Sulfate (SDS) [40].

**Table 2** below shows two proposed sequences that match the mass spectra peaks at 10.67 kDa within 2 Da. These proposed sequences have the 6x His tag more towards the N-termini and would explain their relatively strong affinity for the metal affinity columns. The full-length protein has the 6x His tag approximately in the middle and would presumably exhibit diminished ability to bind to the IMAC column. Furthermore, their presence could help explain the relatively high protein concentrations needed to form the hydrogels, as these fragments have no endblocks with which to propagate network formation.

Both Saf1L-frag1 and Saf2L-frag1 have pI’s of approximately 5.05 while Saf1L has a pI of 4.84 and Saf2L a pI of 6.11. Thus, ion-exchange chromatography could have served as a means of separation of the fragments from the full-length products if time had allowed. However, the Saf1L and Saf1L-frag1 separation would have been difficult without a gradient maker given the pI similarity between the two species. Alternatively, reverse phase HPLC would have been able to resolve the fragments from the full-length products.
Table 2- Proposed identity of 10.67 kDa peaks found in mass spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>MW of Fragment</th>
<th>Sequence of Proposed Fragment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saf1L-frag1</td>
<td>10668.24</td>
<td>LEQMRGSHHHHHHSASYRDPMGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGAGAGPEGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IAALEQMRGSHHHHHHSASYRDPMGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf2L-frag1</td>
<td>10668.24</td>
<td>EGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hydrogel Formation

These studies revealed that formation of hydrogels was possible only by the mixing of all four protein subunits. Any formulation lacking both the linked and unlinked subunits, even at 20 ug/uL, resulted in no hydrogel formation, strongly suggesting that hydrogelation proceeded in accord with our proposed mechanism. There were two interesting features of the hydrogel produced in this study, 1) the protein mixture required (in a majority of cases) heating to relatively high temperatures produce the hydrogel and 2) a relatively high protein concentration was needed to achieve the hydrogel state.

The α-helical secondary structures as well as the coiled-coil structure itself are unusually stable under conditions of high heat. Furthermore, other protein-based hydrogels have been produced that require heating in order to achieve gelation [41].
Studies of fiber formation from isolated peptides indicate that some degree of
denaturation of the peptides aids in fibrillogenesis [7]. Lysozyme based hydrogels were
formed on heating the protein to 85°C [42]. Furthermore, some de novo designed coiled-
coops have exhibited stability at temperatures at 80-85°C [13, 14, 22]. Others
demonstrated stability at temperatures as high as and 108°C and hydrogels produced from
these peptides stable up to 70°C depending on the length of the endblocks employed in
the hydrogel design [43].

As discussed above, the presence of the fragments produced from serine protease
induced cleavage may well have played a role in the necessity of high protein
concentrations needed for hydrogel formation. Because of the presence of impurities,
more lyophilized proteins had to be weighed to attain the proper number of moles of full-
length product. Other genetically engineered coiled-coil triblock hydrogels formed at 0.1-
0.3 ug/uL [14, 22], 0.08 ug/uL [17] and 0.04 ug/uL [13].

A falling ruby ball to test gelation points of peptide mixtures was done to
determine gelation as a function of temperature. This method was not meant to yield an
exact measure of gel-sol properties, only an estimate of the gelation point. As can be seen
in Figure 23, there was considerable variation in this property of the gels. This variation
was observed even within the same batch of peptides. Two possible explanations include
the rate that the mixtures were heated and the presence of impurities in both the linked
and unlinked proteins. Peptide mixtures were heated in a water bath with heating
controlled by a hotplate. It was difficult to achieve precise control of the rate of heating
with this experimental set-up. Heating rate was found to effect both temperature of
gelation as well as storage modulus in hydrogels composed of PLLA-PEG-PLLA triblock
and di-acrylated pluronic F-27 [45]. This may be due, in part, to the fact that network formation in physical hydrogels is a nucleation-controlled process [46]. Rates of nucleation can often directly correspond with rates of temperature change.

The unlinked proteins were at ~70% purity and the linked at approximately 50-65% purity. The presence of impurities on gelation temperature of hydrogels is not well documented and thus is unclear how their presence affected this property. However, the impurities in the unlinked proteins are likely to be truncated versions of the full-length, 28 amino-acid peptides due to the way peptides are synthesized. If enough amino-acids are in place on the N-terminal end and are lacking towards the C-terminal end, binding could occur to the endblock but disrupt its growth because there are no hydrophobic amino-acids to propagate “sticky-end” fibrillogenesis. This would be roughly equivalent to disrupting seed formation.

Rheology

As can be seen in Figure 24, both the generation 1 and 2 peptide mixtures exhibit a sharp increase in the storage modulus at 65 and 60°C respectively while the loss moduli stay almost constant or increase only modestly. In each case, G’ is greater than G” which indicates these materials are behaving as solid-like gels [47]. Note that for the fluid state, G” will normally be greater than G’. However, for protein solutions this is not always the case and thus the G’, G” relationship in the low temperature region [48].

We were unable to allow measurements to be taken after 80°C and thus were not able to allow the G’ to achieve the plateau state. It is possible that some of the increase in the storage modulus is from loss of water at the relatively high temperatures. However, after rheological tests were done, the gels still seemed quite hydrated.
Data from oscillatory studies on viscoelastic materials can be interpreted by modeling the material as a number of elastic springs in series and/or parallel with a number viscous dashpots or pistons [49]. At low frequencies the springs are able to elongate with simultaneous extension of the dashpots to a degree that exceed those of the springs. When the deformation of the springs reaches a point of equilibrium and their deformation ceases, the dashpots will deform continuously under the oscillatory shear. It is during this phase that energy is dissipated and the sample behaves as a liquid. At the higher frequencies, the situation is reversed: the springs can elongate under the oscillatory shear but the dashpots have no time to react to the high frequency. During this phase, energy is stored and the material will behave as an elastic solid. At intermediate frequencies, both spring and dashpot elements will contribute and viscoelastic behavior is observed.

Frequency sweep data suggests that there was formation of a fairly extensive network, presumably mediated by protein-protein interactions. As can be seen in Figure 25, there is no increase with oscillatory shear until approximately 1 Hz, at which point both the storage and loss moduli increase with a gradual slope. This again demonstrates the hydrogels viscoelastic nature. This is to be expected from a hydrogel material consisting of both water and a continuous network of molecular associations such as outlined in Figure 7. Furthermore, since the G” plots are consistently lower than G’ plots, the hydrogel exhibits a predominant elastic character since there is a smaller dissipation energy.
Conclusion

We have fabricated a hydrogel by the mixing of four protein subunits. Hydrogel formation was observed only when all four subunits were mixed at a concentration of 20 ug/uL. It is likely that this high concentration of protein was necessary due to the presence of truncated protein products produced by the action of serine proteases. The result of protease cleavage produced fragments that would not incorporate into the hydrogel network but could still be purified by IMAC chromatography due to the presence of the 6x His tag in these truncated products. Nevertheless, using a high concentration of subunits could overcome their presence and network formation was evidenced by rheological studies. The expression of His tagged proteins was very low, yet their MBP fusion protein counterparts were expressed at very high levels. However, MBP fusion constructs were degraded by the protease that cleaved the linked proteins from the MBP tag. Proteins expressed as fusion constructs often do not fit conveniently into protease active sites. Therefore, the best way to express the linked proteins would be to express them as fusion proteins with the small-ubiquitin-modifying protein (SUMO). This system allows the expression of the linked proteins as fusion products but obviates their proteolytic cleavage due to the fact that the SUMO protease recognizes the tertiary structure of SUMO rather than a small sequence of amino acids. This circumstance makes it more likely that the linked proteins could be expressed at high levels without protease cleavage and thus increases their final yield.
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Chapter 3- Molecular Modeling and MD Simulation of Early Oligomeric Intermediates Formed During Fibrillogenesis of Saf Peptides

Introduction

Peptides are finding wide use as materials for fibrous, tissue engineering substrates [1]. One distinct advantage of using peptides for such purposes is that they help replicate the in vivo environment that cells grow in. This is particularly true of the extracellular matrix that is primarily composed of the protein. As materials, peptides offer distinct advantages. Any variety of short amino acid sequences can be rapidly synthesized using modern, solid state technology. Furthermore, some peptides have the ability to spontaneously adopt well-studied configurations such as β-sheets or α-helices. In nature, it is these structures that coalesce into extensively structured functional entities.

Recently, attention has been turned towards exploiting these elements of secondary structure for potential use in fibrous biomaterials. Some of these include β-sheet moieties such as the RAD 16 peptides [2, 3] as well as 28 [4], 34 [5] and 35-mer [6] α-helices that aggregate into long coiled-coil fibers. It would be of tremendous advantage to develop methods to aid in rational modification of these peptide subunits such that their aggregation properties could be modulated in a controlled fashion. In doing so, peptides could be optimized to aggregate under specific conditions of pH and
temperature. It may eventually be possible to control fibers’ physical properties such as diameter, critical concentration for assembly, and kinetics of aggregation.

One impediment to such rational design, however, is the lack of thermodynamic and kinetic data to help describe the aggregating system of peptides. Without such data, it is difficult to propose and test fiber assembly mechanisms or identify key structural intermediates that arise early on during aggregation. Such data could be used to identify points of control and potentially exploit these structures to affect downstream aggregation processes and thus the fiber properties mentioned above.

Formation of fibrils by aggregating protein monomers generally proceeds after monomer concentrations reach some critical value. There are two main steps: 1) nucleation/Oligomerization and 2) Mature fiber formation [7]. This is based on the observation that there is usually a lag phase between addition of monomers and fiber formation, where monomers assemble into prefibrillar oligomers that seed fibrillogenesis. In experiments done with β-amyloid, “seeding” monomer mixtures with oligomeric aggregates eliminated the lag phase [8]. The existence of soluble oligomeric species has been reported in several protein and peptide fibrillogenic systems including intermediate filaments, insulin, prion-like proteins, β-amyloid, and α-synuclein [9-15]. Once seeded, long fibrils grow rapidly and, at some point, begin to associate with each other to form mature fibers of well-defined diameters.

Due to the limitations of current experimental techniques, it is difficult to obtain thermodynamic and kinetic data on early peptide aggregation oligomers. To fill this knowledge gap, investigators are now employing Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations that are capable of generating thermodynamic data on these early aggregation events of
fiber forming peptides. For example, conformational thermodynamics of critical dimeric intermediates arising during the aggregation of the amyloid β (Aβ) have been assessed using all-atom MD simulations [16]. To date, however, we know of no MD simulations carried out on potential biomaterial aggregating systems. This may be partly due to the difficulty in generating the initial set of internal coordinates necessary to launch MD. For Aβ, and other naturally fiber-forming peptides, the initial set of internal coordinates that describe the position of each atom are documented from NMR studies and their coordinates found in the Protein Data Bank [17]. However, these data are not available for novel, artificial peptides.

In this chapter, we build all-atom MD models of the SAF, alpha helical peptide system developed by Woolfson et al. In this system two different alpha-helical peptides are combined in solution to produce long, coiled-coil fibers as evidenced by linear and circular dichroism [4, 6]. Fiber formation is seeded by a dimeric intermediate in which the complimentary alpha helices are offset such that hydrophobic residues are left exposed to solvent. The consequence of this staggered arrangement is that complimentary monomers can add to these hydrophobic, “sticky ends” and thus propagate fiber formation. We chose this system because 1) We believe it has great potential for biomaterial applications, 2) The constituent monomers and early oligomeric intermediates are small enough to be effectively modeled using MD, 3) The authors provide evidence for an aggregation mechanism that includes a staggered dimer as a seed for aggregation, and 4) monomer amino-acid sequences have been selectively engineered to produce fibers with different physical characteristics. We base the initial internal coordinates on a segment of tropomyosin, a naturally occurring alpha-helical coil-coil.
We use MD simulations coupled with the MM-PBSA post-processing module of AMBER 9 to explore the thermodynamics of some proposed early aggregation structures. We suggest that the methods we outline could be used to propose structures in any aggregating system of peptides. Furthermore we show that MD can be a predictive tool in analyzing the effect of amino acid replacements on oligomer structural stability.

**Materials and Methods**

We studied the free energy changes accompanying dimerization as well as subsequent monomer additions to several theoretical oligomers that would arise at the initiation of fibrillogenesis in the Saf system. Using MM-PBSA, we explore the $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ for the following reactions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Type1} + \text{Type2} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Dimer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Dimer}} \\
\text{Dimer} + \text{Type1} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Trimer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Trimer}} \\
\text{Trimer} + \text{Type2} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Tetramer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Tetramer}} \\
\text{Tetramer} + \text{Type1} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Pentamer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Pentamer}} \\
\text{Pentamer} + \text{Type2} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Hexamer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Hexamer}} \\
\text{Hexamer} + \text{Type1} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Heptamer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Heptamer}} \\
\text{Heptamer} + \text{Type2} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Octamer} ; \Delta G_{\text{Octamer}} 
\end{align*}
\]

where Type1 refers to the monomers Saf-p1, Saf-p1-ext, and Type2 refers to Saf-p2, Saf-p2a, and Saf-p2a-ext. Three different generations of fibers were produced from mixing three different combinations of Type1 and Type2 monomers as follows: **Generation 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>Amino Acid Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saf-p1 (Type 1)</td>
<td>KIAALKQKIASLKEIDALEYENDALEQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf-p2 (Type 2)</td>
<td>KIRALKAKNAHLKQEIAALEQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf-p2a (Type 2)</td>
<td>KIRRLKQKNARLKEIDALEYEIAALEQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf-p1-ext (Type 1)</td>
<td>KIAALKQKIASLKEIDALEYENDALEQKIAALEQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saf-p2-ext (Type 2)</td>
<td>KIRRLKQKNARLKQIAALEYEIAALEQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3- Amino-Acid Sequences of Type1 and Type2 Monomers**

**Generation of Molecular Models**

A molecular model of each oligomeric species was necessary to provide the initial coordinates for MD production runs. Since the Saf peptides are synthetic in nature, there exist no naturally occurring analogues to them and thus no known crystallized structures. As a consequence, the protein data bank cannot serve as a direct source of these coordinates. To circumvent this potential difficulty, we generated the molecular models via the replacement of side chains on tropomyosin with those of the peptides of the Saf system- a process known as threading [18, 19]. A similar method has been published elsewhere [20]. The coordinates for the crystal structure of tropomyosin at 7 angstrom resolution were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB identifier 1C1G) [17, 21].
Tropomyosin is a protein that exhibits the “leucine zipper” motif and, as such, comprises two α-helical segments that adopt a coiled-coil structure. The structure of α–helices in coiled-coils is such that every seventh residue occupies the same angular position on the helical surface. Thus each 28 aa monomer (G1 and G2) accounts for four complete turns of the coiled-coil left-handed helix. The G3 monomers each have 5 turns. This seven-residue periodicity lends a sound structural foundation for the threading of the Saf monomers- all of which contain a multiple-of-seven number of residues.

The side chains on the A and B chains of tropomyosin were replaced with those from type-1 and type-2 monomers respectively for each generation as indicated in Table 4. The Swiss PDB Viewer software was used to replace the side-chains in the original pdb file[22]. The relative locations of these amino-acid substitutions were chosen such that atoms were replaced so the orientation of the R-groups with respect to one another were as outlined by Woolfson et. al. [4] (Figure 26).

A “master file” for each coiled-coil generation was made by grafting eight Type1 and eight Type2 repeating monomers onto the A and B chains respectively. This master file served two purposes: 1) A “minifiber” that served as an approximation of a coiled-coil of infinite length composed of each generation's monomeric units and 2) A file of eight octameric monomers could be edited to yield oligomers of the lengths (i.e.number of monomeric units) that were used in the simulations. In this latter case, TER cards (non-covalently bonded C-termini) were placed at the C-terminus of each monomer in the oligomer to simulate non-covalent formation of the nascent coiled-coil.
Table 4- Side-Chain Placement on Crystal Structure of Tropomyosin (PDB Identifier 1C1G)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERATION</th>
<th>REPEATING MONOMER</th>
<th>SEQUENCE</th>
<th>AA REPLACED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Saf1</td>
<td>K IAALKQK IASLQEQ IDALEYE NDALEQ</td>
<td>Chain A: 3-226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saf2</td>
<td>K IRALKAK NAHLQEQ IAASEQ IAALEQ</td>
<td>Chain B: 301-524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Saf1</td>
<td>K IAALKQK IASLQEQ IDALEYE NDALEQ</td>
<td>Chain A: 3-226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2a</td>
<td>K IRRLQK NARFQK IAASEYE IAALEQ</td>
<td>Chain B: 301-524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P1-ext</td>
<td>K IAALKQK IASLQEQ IDALEYE NDALEQK IAASEQ</td>
<td>Chain A: 3-282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2a-ext</td>
<td>K IRRLQK NARFQK IAASEQ IAASEY IAALEQ</td>
<td>Chain B: 301-580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 26-Side chain locations of the G1, G2 and G3 monomers were threaded onto the structure of tropomyosin to match those in the helical wheel diagram specified by Woolfson et al..

Four sets of oppositely charged glutamate-lysine ordered pairs help stabilize the staggered dimeric structure of the G1 and G2 dimers. The G3 dimer has an additional 2 sets (Figure 27c). Due to the periodicity of the coiled-coil structure, each of these ordered pairs were repeated along its length every 28 (G1 and G2) and 35 (G3) amino acids. This periodicity was accounted for in the minifiber by assigning each ordered pair to a repeating block (Figure 28).
Figure 27- Glutamate-Lysine ordered pairs help stabilize the staggered dimeric structure: (A) and (B) E15-K34, E20-K29, E22-K41, E27-K36. (B) E15-K41, E20-K36, E22-K48, E27-K43, K29-E55, E35-K50.
Figure 28- Eight monomer units were grafted onto tropomyosin to simulate a small fiber ('minifiber') comprised of many such repeating units. Glu-Lys ordered pairs are divided into 4 repeating blocks based on their periodicity along the coiled-coil structure.

**Molecular Dynamics**

The Amber 9 software package was used for all minimization steps, MD production runs and subsequent MM-PBSA post-processing. Each oligomeric intermediate was neutralized with the appropriate counter-ion, when necessary, and subsequent topology and coordinate files made for each solvated system using the xLeap (ff99 parameter set) module of Amber 9. Models were placed at the center of a rectangular simulation box and surrounded with an 8.5 nm layer of water on all sides.
The TIP3P water model explicitly represented the solvent. The Sander module of AMBER 9 was used for energy minimization to relieve unfavorable clashes in the modified crystal structure of the tropomyosin. All production simulations were performed at 300K. Particle Mesh Ewald [23] method was used to treat the long range electrostatic interactions. SHAKE [24] was used to constrain all bonds connecting to hydrogen atoms (time step of 2 fs). Temperature was controlled at 300 K using Berendsen's algorithm [25] with a coupling constant of 2 ps.

Equilibration of the solvated complex was initiated by minimization of the water-oligomer system in which the oligomer was restrained. Equilibration MD runs were then performed via 50ps of heating followed by 50 ps of density equilibration with weak restraints on the oligomer followed by 500 ps of constant pressure equilibration at 300K. Production runs were carried out for 2ns during which a snapshot of each oligomer was obtained every picosecond. These snapshots were then used by the MM-PBSA module of Amber 9 to estimate the free energy of binding of a type-1 or type-2 monomer to oligomers sizes ranging from dimer to octamer (See Table 3). Note that only a single trajectory was used for the MM-PBSA analysis. Due to the results obtained in this phase of the simulations, two additional production runs were performed to simulate protofibril addition. Specifically, the joining of two G2 pentamers to make a G2 decamer and two G3 tetramers to produce a G3 octamer.

Since the amino acid side chains of the Saf peptides were superimposed on an existing structure (tropomyosin), the structural integrity of each staggered dimer was evaluated under simulation conditions to demonstrate that each of the dimers remained intact over a comparatively long simulation time. Since the ordered pairs mentioned
above are critical for the maintenance of the staggered dimer orientation, the distance between these pairs was measured during the course of a 10ns production simulation. These distances were compared to the same distances that would exist in a small fiber made of eight repeating units of the monomers (denoted a ‘minifiber’) (Figure 28). The advantage of using a minifiber for an ordered-pair control is that each ordered pair is repeated periodically down the length of the coiled-coil, thus a cumulative average of such distances can be calculated. Furthermore, the minifiber should represent a stable structure due to the cumulative, attractive van-der Waals, ionic and hydrophobic forces present along the length of the coiled-coil.

Ordered pair distances were calculated by measuring the interhelical distance between the alpha-carbons in the pair. The rms deviation of the C-C-N backbone from the energy-minimized structure (structure of oligomer in the first frame of production runs) of each oligomeric species was calculated using the Ptraj module of Amber 9. The average secondary structure for each oligomeric intermediate was obtained from the average structure as calculated using the runningaverage command in Ptraj. This structure was then used as the basis to calculate the secondary structure using the secstruc command in Ptraj.

Results

Dimer Stability

Several inter-helical, $\alpha$-carbon atom-pair distances were measured in the G1, G2 and G3 dimers. Compared to the higher order oligomers, structural stability of the dimers was a concern. Since each dimer was placed into the staggered conformation, only
approximately half of each monomer overlaps with its counterpart. In contrast to other naturally occurring, blunt-ended dimers such as GCN4, this arrangement confers much less potential stability. Measurement of glutamate-lysine ordered pairs was chosen since these atom pairs are believed to be critical for orienting the dimer the staggered configuration [4]. These interhelical positions were compared to those in the mini-fiber controls. These controls comprised eight monomeric type I and type II peptides units threaded onto chains A and B of the crystal structure of tropomyosin. With the exception of the interhelical pairs coinciding with blocks B and E in the generation 3 minifibers, interhelical distances in the 10ns dimer simulations did not differ significantly from those in the corresponding minifibers (Figures 29 and 30). For the G1 and G2 dimers, these values lie between 10 and 15 angstroms. Studies of the crystal structure of tropomyosin have shown average interhelical distances of 8 and 10 angstroms [26]. Molecular dynamics studies of tropomyosin have yielded average values of approximately 11.3 angstroms[27]. Similar interhelical distances have been measured for other coiled-coil proteins such as troponin and calmodulin [28].

The change in free energy on formation (ΔG_{bind}) of the G1, G2 and G3 staggered dimers from their respective constituent monomers were estimated using the single trajectory approach for the MM-PBSA calculation. The results show that dimerization from the monomers pairs is thermodynamically favorable, with values of –11, -33 and – 41 kcal/mol for the G1, G2 and G3 dimers (Figure 31). However, it must be noted that the free energy values obtained from MM/PBSA calculations should not be interpreted in the same manner as experimental, calorimetric data. This is to say one cannot use these values to calculate respective equilibrium constants. Rather, these values serve as a
means of comparing the stabilities of the dimers with respect to one another. Therefore, the $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ value obtained for the G1 dimer is approximately 30% and 25% of that obtained for the G2 and G3 dimers, respectively. Surprisingly, the difference between the $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ values between G2 and G3 dimers was not significant. This is despite the presence of two extra ordered pairs that could potentially stabilize the G3 dimer.

**Stability of oligomers**

As with the formation of the G1, G2 and G3 dimers, all of the oligomeric combinations studied displayed negative $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ values (Figure 32). While there was a general trend towards more negative $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ values with increasing oligomerization number, there were notable energy peaks and troughs, especially in the G2 and G3 species after the tetrameric stage (Figure 32). Monomer addition during G2 oligomerization demonstrated a local energy minimum at the pentameric state and a relative energy maximum at the heptameric state. In contrast G3 oligomerization was characterized by local energy minima at the tetrameric, hexameric and octameric states while displaying relative energy maxima at the pentameric and hexameric states. These effects were much less pronounced in the G1 oligomers where oligomerization due to monomer addition produced species of approximately the same energy. Data also indicate a bias against type1 monomers after the tetrameric state during monomer addition to form the G3 oligomers (Figure 33).

The RMSD values of the G1 and G2 trimers and tetramers differ markedly from the original, energy-minimized structures in the first frame of the production simulation runs. However, these structures seem to stabilize after the tetrameric state and level off at
approximately 5 angstroms (Figure 34). In contrast, the G3 oligomers do not display varying RMSD values with oligomerization number.

Oligomerization number did not significantly affect secondary structure in any of the species studied. All of the oligomers maintained primarily (α-helical structure in all simulation runs with the generation 2 and 3 oligomers slightly more α-helical (~50%) than the generation 1 (~40%)). The 3-10 helix and turn secondary structures made up the combined balance of secondary structures in each oligomer (data not shown).
Figure 29- Distance between alpha carbon centers of mass (COM) amongst indicated ordered pairs in the dimer (left) and averaged ordered pairs in the minifiber (right) (A) Generation 1 (B) Generation 2.
Figure 30- Ordered pair distances in generation 3 dimer (left) vs. minifiber (right).

Error bars indicate standard deviation of ordered pair distances with time.
Figure 31- Progressive engineering of Saf system monomers produced dimers with different stabilities in simulations.
Figure 32- Thermodynamic behavior of the three generations of oligomers is significantly different. G3 oligomerization proceeds with undulations in energetics whereas G2 displays a single energy minimum at the pentameric state.
Figure 33- A bias against addition of Type1 and Type2 monomers exists in G3 oligomerization evidenced by static energy changes in the formation of odd numbered oligomers (right) vs. even numbered oligomers (left).
Figure 34- G3 oligomers are structurally sound throughout the oligomerization process whereas G1 and G2 oligomers do not attain structural stability until the pentameric state.
Figure 35- Protofibril addition is a plausible mechanism as simulated by the joining of (A) 2 pentameric units to form the decamer (blue) vs monomer addition (black) in G2 oligomerization. B) 2 tetrameric units to form the octamer (blue) vs monomer addition (black) to form the octamer in G3 oligomerization.

**Discussion**

We have analyzed the thermodynamics of formation and structural features of several theoretical oligomeric intermediates that would arise during the early stages of the aggregation of Saf monomers into fibers. We assume that there are two critical phases in early Saf aggregation: 1) formation of the staggered dimeric intermediate and 2) axial growth of nascent fibers by progressive monomeric addition of type 1 and type 2 monomers to the original dimer. Here we studied axial growth in one direction only, i.e. addition of a type 1 monomer to the staggered dimer. While mature Saf fibers do exhibit
a preferential assembly direction (polar assembly) this phenomenon has not been described for early axial growth \[29\].

Molecular dynamics on artificial, non-naturally occurring peptides presents a challenge because no internal coordinates are available as a starting point for the simulations. While it is possible to use any number of molecular modeling programs to generate an amino-acid sequence with defined secondary structure along with corresponding PDB coordinates, it can be difficult to assign that secondary structure into the proper tertiary structure (i.e. coiled-coil). X-ray diffraction studies have shown that Saf aggregates adopt coiled-coil structures \[30\], thus we chose to model Saf oligomers in the coiled-coil conformation. Other authors have use MD to obtain the coiled-coil structure of the yeast transcriptional activator GCN4 based on its C\(_\alpha\) backbone \[31\]. We used a similar strategy but instead chose tropomyosin as a suitable substrate structure on which to replace amino side-chains with those of the Saf peptides. Tropomyosin is a classic coiled-coil protein and pdb coordinates were obtained from a high-resolution (7 angstroms) crystal structure. The structure was sufficiently large to accommodate all of the oligomer models as well as the mini-fibers, which contained 8 monomeric units joined end-to-end on the A and B chains.

Extended MD runs of 10ns performed on each dimer demonstrated maintenance of structural integrity with all ordered pair distances similar to those of the minifiber controls. Minifibers ordered pair distances, rather than corresponding distances in tropomyosin itself, were chosen as controls because coiled-coil diameters have been shown to be dependent on the identity of the hydrophobic amino acids at the a and d
positions [26]. These amino acids change along the length of tropomyosin and as a result change its diameter.

The findings here indicate that the formation of the staggered dimeric complex is a spontaneous event. This “seeding” step is likely thermodynamically controlled because only two, short peptides are involved in the complex and their conformations need not change drastically to accommodate the dimeric form. Thus, dimers with more negative Gibbs free energy changes are most likely more effective seeds for axial growth. Both the G2 and G3 dimers had $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ values 3 to 4 times more negative than the G1 dimer. The major structural difference between the G1 and G2 monomers is found in their type 2 monomers, p2 and p2a (Table 1). The change between these monomers is addition of more positively charged residues arginine and glutamine to the p2a monomer. Interestingly, the results show that the $\Delta G_{\text{bind}}$ values for the G2 and G3 dimers were not significantly different, which is surprising because the G3 peptides were designed to yield more stable staggered dimers because there are two extra oppositely charged ordered-pairs to help stabilize the complex [32].

The simulated stabilities of the proposed Saf dimeric complexes are on the order of naturally occurring ones. Human defensins, which are anti-microbial peptides that are naturally occurring components of the innate immune response, are dimeric complexes consisting of 30-45 amino acids. Studies of these dimers using MMPBSA calculations yielded binding energy values of approximately –22 kcal/mol [33].

Oligomerization binding energies in all generations roughly reflected those of dimerization until a tetrameric state, after which oligomerization behavior between the generations changes drastically. Of primary interest is the appearance of energy minima
and maxima during G2 and G3 oligomerization. With regard to G3 oligomers, there seems to be a bias against the formation of odd numbered mers after the tetrameric stage. In our modeling of monomer addition, odd numbered oligomers are the result of a type 1 monomer pendant to an even numbered chain, which indicates relative energy barriers to the formation of the pentamer and heptamer states. We wondered whether the structure of the even numbered oligomers was inherently more stable than those of their odd-numbered counterparts. Examination of the RMSD and secondary structure as a function of oligomerization showed no changes. In fact, the G3 oligomers remained structurally consistent throughout oligomerization. From this, we conclude that the energy barriers arise due to unfavorable molecular mechanical and/or solvation energies calculated by MMPBSA. The G2 oligomers have one major relative energy minimum at the pentameric stage and do not display preferential addition of type 1 or 2 monomers. However, their structure does not stabilize until the pentameric state as judged by the RMSD plot. After this point, G2 structure remains largely unchanged but the binding energy continues to rise.

Although the origins of the energy maxima at different oligomeric states are unknown, they have potentially important implications on the mechanism of fibrillogenesis. The MMPBSA results suggest that specific oligomeric 'protofibril' states are favored. We simulated protofibril addition by combining two G2 pentameric units to form a G2 decamer and two G3 tetramers to form the G3 octamer. Both processes were spontaneous and both compared favorably to the G2 decamer and G3 octamer formed by monomer addition (Figure 9). Thus, protofibril addition is feasible from a thermodynamic standpoint, and we posit that axial growth of fibers takes place, at least
initially, in two distinct phases. First, the staggered dimer forms and elongates by monomer addition to “sticky ends” until oligomers of defined sizes, or protofibrils, are produced. Second, fibers lengthen by protofibril rather than monomer addition. Thus, we propose a switch from monomer addition to protofibril addition during fibrillogenesis of Saf fibers. Presumably, this switch would occur at relative energy minima, as these would be the predominant structures at equilibrium. Thus, the G2 pentamer and the G3 tetramer would serve as these switch points in our simulated system.

Aggregation of monomers to protofibrils that in turn form fibers (or other structures) is a relatively common process among naturally occurring proteins [34, 35] that often includes a critical length dependence on protofibril aggregation [36]. A range of dimeric to octameric oligomers has been found to be stable seeds in the aggregation of β-amyloid [37-39]. With regard to coiled-coil systems, dimeric, tetrameric and octameric intermediates have been shown to predominate during the early stages of intermediate filament formation [40-42]. Fibrin has also been shown to aggregate from protofibrils of various sizes [43-45].

Recently, Woolfson et al. have demonstrated the existence of soluble helical oligomers in a newer generation of fiber-forming α-helical peptides using Analytical Untracentrifugation (AU) [46]. The results of that study showed a mixture of dimers and trimers in the soluble fraction where lower molecular weight species are usually found. The structure of these oligomers, however, was not elucidated.

In conclusion, we have examined the thermodynamics of oligomer formation during fiber formation in the Saf system of peptides. We have found that progressive steps taken to engineer peptides that produce thicker fibers had significant effects on the
stability of the putative, staggered-dimer intermediate. Furthermore, these modifications also had an impact on the free energy of formation of early oligomers resulting from monomer addition to the staggered dimers. The results suggest that there is a switch during axial elongation from monomer addition to protofibril addition. Relative energy troughs in modeled oligomers that result from monomer addition evidence this. In addition, oligomers associated with energy minima could be used as seeds for protofibril addition and thus increase the assembly rate of fibers.
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Chapter 4- Discussion

Biomaterials that use proteins as their constituent units are now being researched at an ever-increasing rate [1]. This is primarily because a vast proportion of the physiologic milieu is composed of protein. Materials, such as tissue engineering scaffolds, which are designed to support viability and function of cells may well display enhanced functionality if made of protein units. However, such materials would have to be amenable to rational modification so they could be tailored to the specific requirements of each cell type. Even though proteins form a vast array of functionally distinct and complex structures, rational engineering of their properties has remained elusive. Thus, efforts to manufacture new protein biomaterials will be hampered until a better understanding is achieved in fields such as protein-protein interactions, protein aggregation, protein folding and conformation. Furthermore, advances in scientific computing (hardware and software), total gene synthesis, cloning, expression and purification of recombinant constructs will also aid in the design of new proteins with targeted physical properties.

In this thesis we have attempted to address some of these knowledge gaps in the creation of a new protein based biomaterials in three ways. First, we have designed a hydrogel based on a modular protein system utilizing a triblock, ABA motif supplemented with small peptides that can elongate endblocks via non-covalent forces. Such a design opens new avenues to rational engineering because each of the module’s amino-acid sequences can be altered separately to affect their functionality in the
aggregated state. For example, the hydrophilic B block can be modified to bind metals [2], and include cell attachment motifs such as RGD sequences [3, 4]. The helical endblocks have been modified with respect to their amino acid sequences and length to produce hydrogels with different gelation properties [2, 5, 6].

Second, we have explored the expression and purification of two novel recombinant proteins in E. coli by two separate methods. Advances in total gene synthesis have now made available the possibility of constructing genes that encode almost any protein sequence at a relatively low cost. However, the expression and purification of these genes is far from an exact science and will almost certainly involve a great deal of trial-and-error in every case. Furthermore, investigators must be prepared for the possibility that a particular gene construct cannot be expressed at acceptable levels in the bacterial host. In fact, such an enterprise involves an approximate failure rate of 70% [7]. That being the case, it is critical to design expression studies that offer multiple routes to the desired product such as expression as a number of fusion proteins along with other types of purification tags. The methods we presented here were expression of the linked triblocks as MBP fusion proteins and as non-fused, 6x His tagged proteins. It was clear from our studies that the expression of the MBP fusion would have resulted in better yield and superior purity of our target proteins when compared to that of the 6x His tagged protein. Unfortunately, cleavage of the MBP tag also resulted in cleavage of the target, linked proteins as well due to proteolysis at non-canonical sequences within the target. We were able to purify linked proteins expressed as the 6x His tag, albeit at very low levels. Again, proteolysis was suspected but this time as the action of serine proteases native to the E. coli host. Undoubtedly, another round of expression would be
required to produce the protein at acceptable levels and purity. We suggest expression as a SUMO fusion because the SUMO protease recognized the tertiary structure of the SUMO tag rather than a short sequence of amino-acids. Furthermore, expression as a fusion protein may shield the linked proteins from native E. coli proteases [8].

Overall, producing a hydrogel from expressed protein subunits is an inefficient process. Several years were required to find the correct vectors and purification conditions to produce the triblock unlinked units. This was done at great cost in terms of research dollars. Furthermore, yields of recombinant proteins are in the mg range and must be scaled-up in large fermenting units if they are to have any commercial value at all [9]. Services are now available that can express and purify proteins from recombinant genes, however the cost is still prohibitive ($5,000-10,000) for approximately 10mg of purified protein.

Third, we have use all-atom MD simulations to describe the thermodynamics of the early aggregation steps of the Saf system of peptides. To our knowledge, such modeling has not been performed for an aggregating, biomaterial system. Our results suggest the presence of (at least) a two-phase mechanism of aggregation of these peptides from monomer addition to protofibril addition, and strongly indicate specific intermediates that depend on the specific sequence of the monomers. This is evidenced by the existence of potential energy barriers with oligomerization number if oligomerization had proceeded by monomer addition alone. Implicit in this model is the assumption that these steps are under thermodynamic control. At the very least, kinetics of monomer addition in this early phase stays relatively constant. Such assumptions have
been employed in the modeling of the oligomerization of amyloid Aβ_{16-22} and yeast prion protein Sup35 [10, 11].

It would be ideal to verify the protofibril mechanism by obtaining empirical results in the laboratory. For example, the MD simulations suggest G2 monomers aggregate via addition of pentameric units. Thus, n x 5mers would be predominant in these early aggregates. Though lifetime of early oligomers is likely to be fleeting, it is possible to isolate them using Analytic Ultracentrifugation (AUC). Woolfson et al. have already performed this method to isolate early oligomeric states of their most recent generation of fiber forming peptides [12]. This method relies on the difference between sedimentation rates of molecules of different sizes. Alternatively, Multiangle Light Scattering can be used to study the molecular weight of macromolecular intermediates as outlined by Bernacco et al [13]. These investigators were able to measure the molecular weights of rod-like monomers in the aggregation of fibrin using a stop-flow mixer linked to a commercial multiangle light scattering photometer.

The modeling results also suggest that we may achieve improved endblock/unlinked protein interhelical association if both the endblocks and unlinked proteins are changed with respect to their length. For example, if the generation 3 helices are used as endblocks, we could alter the coding region for the A blocks to be tetramers (as four repeating 35 amino-acid generation 3 helices). This follows from the result that there is a relative energy minima at the tetrameric state. Similarly, generation 2 endblocks and unlinked proteins could be extended to the pentameric level (five repeating generation 2 helices) as this was the main energy minimum found in the MD simulations.
Use of all-atom MD where the solvent is explicitly represented also has its limitations. Even 2ns of data obtained in our studies were produced from runs that could exceed 24 hours utilizing 16 processors running Amber 9. While this yielded insight into the thermodynamics of early aggregation steps of unlinked peptides, it cannot give any information on the final material properties of the aggregated state. Nor can it explain how many large protein subunits would interact or how they would be aligned in the final gel network. Implicit solvent MD methods are now available to reduce the computational cost of calculating the trajectory of each water molecule in the simulation system. These methods include those based on a solvation term based on solvent accessible surface area (SASA) [14], generalized Born model, and distance dependent dielectric (DDD) model [15]. Such modeling would be ideal for the simulation of the larger protein units indicated in the protofibril aggregation model that we have proposed. Once again, such simulations could glean no final material properties of the hydrogel but it would represent a step towards simulating the system with slightly more complexity. In so doing, we could then move on to create a course-grain model where much larger and many more protein units could be involved in the simulation.
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Chapter 5- Future Directions

Improved Design and Expression of Triblock Proteins

The results of this research suggest that there is room for considerable improvement of the expression of the triblock linked protein units. As has been stated previously, this appears to be best accomplished by expressing the triblocks as fusion proteins as they are particularly vulnerable to protease cleavage. A myriad of fusion protein systems are available that could well perform this task. However, in the interest of time a SUMO fusion would be the best candidate. Fragment analysis performed in Chapter 2 revealed that the likely cleavage sites were in the endblocks themselves. It must be noted that these endblocks have not been expressed in E. coli and it is their expression that seems problematic. Use of the SUMO protease would greatly reduce the chance of the linked proteins being cleaved. However, there are also other systems that could be used that employ genetically engineered proteases that display enhanced specificity. One such example is the PreScission protease system (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) which utilizes the purification tag Glutathione-S-transferase (GST) and is purified using GST-antibody affinity columns. The advantage to this system is that the target protein can be cleaved from the GST tag while still bound to the affinity column [1]. This system has received positive reviews from several investigators (Claes Gaustoffsen, DNA2.0, personal communication).

Simulation results suggest alterations in endblock design. First, dimerization results reveal that better interhelical associations between the linked and unlinked can be
achieved by using the generation 2 and generation 3 helices. This follows from the result that dimerization stability increased three to fourfold as compared to the generation 1 helices. This could be important because strength of interhelical associations were shown to change the gelation point of other genetically engineered triblock hydrogels [2, 3]. Furthermore, since dimer formation is believed to seed fiber formation in the Saf system of peptides, this redesign feature could potentially yield enhanced elongation of the endblocks at the same time [4].

To correspond with the elongated endblocks, unlinked units of the same size would have to be expressed in E. coli. We would presumably express these as SUMO fusions as well. In addition to using these unlinked units in the newly re-designed hydrogels, they should also be assessed for their fibrillogenic potential on their own. This can be done using Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy. The ratio of the absorbencies at 220nm and 208nm has been used to indicate the degree of association of \( \alpha \)-helices into their coiled-coil forms [5]. The closer this ratio is to 1, the greater of degree of association between the helices. We have already tested this method on the Generation 1 and Generation 2 fiber mixtures as in Figure 36. In accord with simulation results, the helical stability of fibers formed from G2 peptides was superior to that of the G1 mixture.
Figure 36- The G2 fiber mixture displays superior coiled-coil forming ability as compared to the G1 mixture.

**Improving Dimer Stability**

Since the strength of interhelical associations would seem to play a significant role in temperatures of gelation and melting, we propose placement of phenylalanine residues in the hydrophobic pocket (i.e. the ‘a’ and ‘d’ residues in the helical wheel in Figure 37A). Placement of phenylalanine residues may improve the stability of the staggered dimer form due to a phenomenon known as pi-stacking. These stabilizing forces arise due to favorable interactions between between the molecular orbitals of adjacent aromatic ring. This alignment stabilizes structures such as the DNA double helix as well as the interactions among newly developed peptides [6-9]. Initial simulations will
focus on the effect of adding phenylalanine residues to the hydrophobic pocket in the area of overlap of the staggered dimers (Figures 37A and 37B). Although phenylalanine is not as hydrophobic leucine or isoleucine on the Kyte-Doolittle Scale [10], the stability of the pi-stacking interactions of several aligned phenyl groups could potentially offset this parameter. However, we are unsure of how the addition of relatively large aromatic groups into the hydrophobic core of the coiled-coil will affect the ordered-pair, charge-charge interactions that help stabilize staggered dimer formations. Tropomyosin diameter has been shown to be affected by the identity of the amino acids at the ‘a’ and ‘d’ positions [11]. Thus the measurement of the charge-charge ordered pair inter-helical distances may be done once more and compared to the results in Chapter 2 to determine that these interhelical distances have no increased significantly.
Figure 37- (A) Residues at the 'a' and 'd' positions in the helical wheel diagram represent the hydrophobic pocket region where phenylalanine residues will be placed. B) Staggered dimer with the overlap region highlighted.
Developing Coarse-Grain Models of Peptide Aggregation and Hydrogelation

We would like to model peptide aggregation on a larger scale and for a greater period of time in order to more accurately predict how amino acid alterations in endblocks and unlinked subunits will effect such aggregation. We can work towards this goal by modeling our aggregating system in several phases. In each progressive phase, we are able to make more approximations and lose some degree of superfluous detail as suggested by the previous phase. For example, our atomistic models have indicated that fiber formation may proceed through a protofibril addition mechanism. Thus, in the next phase of modeling, peptides would not be represented as many 28 or 35 amino-acid helices but as fewer 140 amino-acid blocks. Furthermore, we could employ an implicit solvent model such as Generalized Born/ DDD to rid the simulations of the burden of calculating solvent trajectories. In so doing we can maximize the available computing power for the simulation of these larger units. Data obtained from fiber formation studies (CD and AU described above) could also be used to parametrize the coarse grain models as well. Eventually, we hope to reduce the number of interaction sites between the

Figure 38- Example of placement of the phenylalanine residues in the hydrophobic, overlap region of the staggered dimer to promote pi-stacking in the dimer (A) Placement of 4 phenylalanine residues. B) Placement of two phenylalanine residues.
macromolecular constructs and assign broad categories of charge, hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity to separate parts of these constructs.

Modeling hydrogel formation can benefit from the use of hierarchical strategy for model building. In such models, each monomer in a polymer is represented as spherical coarse grain unit [12]. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups are modeled as linear repeats which helps make parametrization slightly easier. As a first approximation, the ABA triblock entities that compose our hydrogel can be modeled with the A blocks as hydrophobic groups and the B block as a hydrophilic group.
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